
The Fine Art of Vilification

Kicking teachers out of the van.  
Eerily, in ensuing years dedicated to an inflexible low-income school transformation?  
It turned out to be a painfully accurate metaphor.
Little by little, over the years, those who most loudly promoted the recurrent 

implementation of short-term, short-lived school innovations endeavored to shift administrative 
expectations away from democratically collaborative oversight practices toward policies of a 
top-down, corporate-style hierarchy.  Occurring, as it did, inside the glitter and glow of a never-
endingly advertised school transformation, the underlying agenda of a full educational 
management transition cleverly affixed itself to various low-income reform legislations – and 
thus stayed largely hidden.  

And, as it was secreted there?  
Ingeniously it began to bolster the supplemental shift in teacher status which had been 

pushing to get in at the same door.  
As tactics of a top-down punitive (rather than supportively collaborative)  management 

took root, employees in lowest-income schools – teachers historically viewed as being 
professional partners in the the making of administrative decisions – suddenly found themselves 
ever more assertively herded into the far reaches of the don’t-talk-back, daddy-driven van.  
Where, more and more unmistakably?

 They were threateningly told to stop whining.
 Artfully applied, the premonitory use of retaliatory threats against outspoken, reform-

resistant employees quickly became simply yet another facet of a modern-day low-income-
school management.  Teachers who openly voiced concerns, expecting, as they spoke, an old-
school democratic respect?  Conversely found that, branded now as childish whining:

Their thoughts were no longer relevant.  
Educators – so many traditionally self-confident, so many old-school independent, so 

many protectively loyal, so many authoritatively outspoken – painfully discovered that in place 
of respect for opinions; in place of honor for hard-won scholarship; in place of appreciation for 
long-term experience: The older they were; the more accomplished and the more immovably 
protective of a student welfare?  The more they attracted the label of being problematically (and 
very selfishly) bad.  

Self-involved; rigid; old-fashioned; set-in-their-ways.  
Resistant to change; unforgivably lazy; totteringly inept.
Difficult; insubordinate; and oh-so-unacceptably?
Negative.
Surely, under the hard-hitting management of a modern-day liability, it was time, as the 

nation was now repeatedly and assertively told, to rout these school-score-labeled, self-involved 
educators out.

Taking prudent note of the powerful example set by our nation’s second obdurately pro-
reform President, school innovators observed as, along with a crew of judiciously selected top-
down, daddy-empowered partners, this much acclaimed “transitional” leader now assertively 
stood up to lead the pack in the fine art of teacher vilification.  Citing non-differentiated, 
amalgamated school test scores as the only evidence required, this newly influential executive 
loudly and unbendingly demanded massively disinterested building closures.  

Along with mammoth, school-score-based bad teacher dismissals.  



With such imposing leadership as foundation?
	
 Oh, it didn’t take long.  

The shift from teacher as empowered, respected professional, to teacher as deviously 
inept, self-motivated villain, was so suddenly, and so quickly, complete.  Teachers in low-
scoring, low-income, politically-weakest schools – educators who at one time (a long time ago, 
in days which had openly tolerated a collaboratively democratic status quo) had been viewed as 
respected partners in the public education arena – well, these school-score-identified teachers 
were now belligerently informed that in the fast pace of an über-modern answerability?

They had now been irrevocably identified as the statistically bad. 
And, in an aggressive imitation of our nation’s “change”-promoting President, as an 

always fresh supply of test-score promoters stepped up to assertively tell the nation: 
They had to go.


